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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
LEDs range from indicator lights consuming mWs of electrical power to general
lighting consuming up to 5W each and are available in a wide range of colors, including
various shades of white. As point sources of light with emission angles as wide as 130°
[1], it is common to use a significant quantity of them as surface mount devices spread
evenly over a surface to provide general lighting.
As P-N junction devices the V-I characteristics are identical to diodes in that
diodes and LEDs should be considered current fed voltage sources. When driven at a low
nominal value of current, small changes in voltage cause small changes in current,
whereas, when driven at a high value of current, small changes in voltage cause large
changes in current.
Although LEDs can be driven in parallel with other LEDs, mismatched forward
voltages of individual LEDs can cause asymmetric sharing of driven current possibly
causing damage to LEDs of a lower forward voltage. When considering LEDs as voltage
sources, it follows that parallel connections between LEDs can violate KVL. It is,
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instead, typical to drive LEDs in series connected arrays so all LEDs in the array pass the
same current nullifying the problem associated with mismatched forward voltages.
To use LEDs for general lighting, series connected arrays will contain a great
number of LEDs increasing the required voltage to be developed. The voltage of the
available power source for the input of the controlled DC-DC converter may be
insufficient to drive the LEDs, especially as the number of LEDs in the series connected
array increases.
As an example, consider a car battery powered scenario. The terminal voltage of
a typical car battery can range from 11VDC to 14.4VDC [2]. Although based on various
factors such as junction temperature and driven current, the forward voltage of an LED
designed for general lighting applications can range from 2.6VDC to 4.2VDC [1]. If 10
LEDs were driven in series a minimum of 26VDC would be required, which is
considerably more than what is available from a typical car battery. A controlled voltage
boosting power supply is required to deliver current through the 10 LEDs from a typical
car battery.

B. Voltage Boosting DC to DC Converter
Boost converters contain two switches, an active switch terminated to circuit
ground and a second free-wheeling switch that is terminated at the load. The default
output voltage of a boost converter is the same as the input voltage. By modulating the
active switch in a pulsed pattern an output voltage significantly greater than the input
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voltage can be developed. The input to output voltage gain of boost converters is
inversely proportionate to the duty ratio of the active switch.
Between the input voltage source and the second, free-wheeling, switch is a
constant current device such as an inductor. When the active switch is conducting, the
inductor is terminated to circuit ground through the switch and energy is stored in the
form of a moving charge. When the active switch is deactivated, the energy stored in the
inductor flows through the second switch and through the load. The average current
through the inductor is related to the output current via a hyperbolic function of the duty
ratio of the active switch.
The design of power converters, including boost converters, is typically based on
an assumed fixed frequency. Although for resonant systems it is common to shift the
driven fundamental frequency, the complete range of frequencies is well defined.
Regardless of the power conversion topology, both active and passive component
selections are based on the switching frequencies and therefore the range of frequencies
must be bound.
Due to the V-I characteristics of LEDs, a closed loop controller must be used to
develop the correct output voltage to drive the commanded current through an LED array.
To alter the output voltage and subsequently the LED array current, the duty ratio of the
active switch must be modulated.
The following aspects of a boost converter responsible for tracking an exogenous
LED voltage command present serious control problems and challenges:
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1. Perturbations in component parameters, including general component
tolerances and time based component degradation will impede the steady
state error to approach zero.
2. The boost converter is a non-minimum phase, causal system, which is a
result of instability in the internal dynamics. This complicates the output
tracking controller design.
3. Nonlinearity of the LED load can destabilize a controller as the output
loading changes.

C. Control Strategies
Switch-mode power converters, such as boost converters, use switches operated in
one of two discrete states, low impedance and high impedance, and use passive elements
such as capacitors and inductors to smooth the voltages and currents developed and
induced. Control laws of closed loop controllers fall into two categories; direct switch
state definition techniques, such as traditional sliding mode control [3], and continuous
feedback techniques, such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control, state
feedback control, and higher order sliding mode control techniques [13].
PID controllers can be used for almost system requiring control to provide very
little steady state error and a fast transient response. Furthermore, the output of PID
control is continuous and smooth (in terms of the duty cycle) and is usually the controller
of choice for boost converters. A PID controller tuned to provide a fast transient
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response can provide causal set-point regulation for a nonlinear load such as an LED
engine, but tends to lose stability when the output power is reduced to a minimum and the
output is suddenly under-damped. The PID controller can be tuned to provide an
adequate transient response for full, nominal output power and for minimum output
power, but at the cost of a significant phase lag between the input, slow-varying
command and the output response. Therefore, PID controllers cannot provide robust
causal output tracking.
State feedback control is smooth and continuous and can be used directly for duty
cycle control, which is advantageous for boost converters since the frequency can be
generated and maintained independently of the control law. Furthermore, using feedback
linearization techniques, a state feedback control law could be created to deal with the
boost converter component uncertainties and nonlinearities of the LED arrays. The
disadvantage of state feedback controllers based on feedback linearization is the
minimum phase requirement of the plant [12].
Traditional sliding mode control is capable of controlling the output voltage of
boost converters in the presence of component uncertainties and disturbances associated
with the nonlinear LED array load making it a viable candidate. The problem associated
with using traditional sliding mode control is the fact that, although there are techniques
for setting an upper boundary on the switching frequency [4], the switching frequency is
still not guaranteed and is difficult for which to design.
Finally, building on the robustness of traditional sliding mode control, the control
laws of higher order sliding modes are smooth and continuous, making higher order
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sliding modes the control technique of choice for this thesis. More specifically, a
proposal will be submitted to use super twisting control, a 2-sliding mode controller, to
control the output voltage of a causal boost converter to drive a commanded current
through an LED array.

D. Structure of Thesis
This thesis will exist as seven chapters, including this chapter.
Chapter two will discuss applications of LEDs and will present a basic model of
the boost converter. Chapter three will present a formal, mathematical problem
formulation, including a mathematical model of the boost converter and an analysis of the
internal stability of the boost converter.
Chapter four will discuss the fundamentals of sliding mode control, including
higher order sliding mode control techniques. The chapter is concluded with a method to
support direct output profile tracking of a non-minimum phase, causal system. Found in
this chapter will be four examples illustrating key concepts presented in this chapter.
Building on the model and problem formulation of chapter three and the sliding
mode techniques presented in chapter four, the proposed boost converter controller will
be designed and detailed in chapter five.
Chapter six will begin with a detailed model of a particular LED array and will
then present a case study where the controller of chapter five will be used to control a
boost converter driving an LED array.
6

CHAPTER TWO

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS of LED ARRAYS AND BOOST
CONVERTERS

A. Physical Description of LEDs and LED Arrays
As high power LED technology continues to improve, LEDs are steadily used to
replace legacy artificial light sources, such as incandescent lamps and high pressure
sodium lamps.
Compared to incandescent lamps, the overall luminous efficacy [5], ratio of
luminous flux to consumed electrical power, of LEDs is significantly higher. Although,
like incandescent lamps, LEDs can generate a great deal of heat, incandescent lamps are
known for generating considerably more heat and increasing the cost of air conditioning
for a user. For example, LEDs have replaced a number of incandescent lamp applications
for general lighting of refrigerated food sections of grocery stores.
Historically, high pressure sodium lamps have been used to provide general
illumination for roadways and parking areas. One problem with high pressure sodium
lamps is the fact the overall color of the light is not conducive to providing general
illumination for human eyes. In new installations and retrofits of existing installations,
LEDs are chosen for such outdoor lighting applications. Less electrical power is required
to provide adequate outdoor light when using LEDs. Finally, LEDs are commonly
7

guaranteed to provide reliable light for up to 10 years, which is very helpful for utility
crews responsible for replacing high pressure sodium lamp and/or associated ballast in
high traffic areas such as roadways and tunnels.
As mentioned in chapter one, the emission angle of a typical surface mount LED
can be as much as 130°. Although this may good for a wide dispersion of light, it is
usually more important to focus the dispersed light into a well-defined area. When
specifying luminaires in a new building installation a common requirement the luminaire
must meet is the light intensity at a predefined height above ground. Custom optics
mounted on LED arrays focus the dispersed light from the LED into more intense beam
of light maximizing the overall efficacy of the LED array.
To deliver sufficient light for general lighting applications, a large number of
LEDs must be used. Unlike other lighting sources, such as incandescent, fluorescent, and
HID, LED lighting applications are not standardized. In a typical LED luminaire,
anywhere from 10 LEDs to more than 150 LEDs can be used and anywhere from one to
five controlled DC-DC converters can be used. Each LED array is referred to an LED
Engine. A controlled DC-DC converter responsible for a particular LED engine has to be
rated for up to 150W and may have to generate up to 430VDC, which may require a
voltage boosting circuit. Figure 2.1 shows a simple schematic with a current source
passing current through series connected LEDs.
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VLED_Array
ILED

Figure 2.1: Schematic of Series Connected LEDs.

As suggested by Figure 2.1, the more LEDs connected in series, the more
voltage is developed.
Figure 2.2 shows one particular LED array manufactured by Universal Lighting
Technologies (ULT) on an aluminum-clad circuit board with custom optics mounted on
top.
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Figure 2.2: R10CC740D10M4AWBC, 10 LED Array by ULT.

B. Nonlinear V-I Characteristics of LEDs
V-I characteristics of LEDs are very nonlinear and can be difficult to control. A
controller optimized for a low value of effective LED load resistance, i.e. when the
driven current is high, may be unstable when attempting to control a high value of
effective LED load resistance. For a single LED, Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the
nonlinearity from two different perspectives, from the perspective of a voltage supplied
load and a current fed voltage source.
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Figure 2.3: V_LED as A Function of I_LED.
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Figure 2.4: I_LED as A Function of V_LED.
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2.5

3

3.5

It can be seen Figure 2.4 that, before the knee bend in the I-V curve, small
changes in voltage have little impact on the current flowing through the LED. After the
knee bend, where V_LED is greater than 2.7VDC, the slope is very sharp. Small changes
in V_LED create large changes in I_LED.
From the perspective of instantaneous V_LED to I_LED ratio, i.e., R_LED, small
changes in V_LED would appear to create large changes in R_LED.
The source of the data used to generate Figures 2.3 and 2.4 will be described in
detail in chapter six as part of the case study.

C. Physical Description of Boost Converter
Figure 2.5 contains a boost converter schematic including the nonlinear LED load
and real world component models that present uncertainties to the controller.

RIn

L

D

VDiode

RDS
VIn

E

U(t)

C

1

S1
0 ≤ D < 1

Figure 2.5: Boost Converter Featuring Non-Ideal Components.
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(CD can be a combination of the source resistance of "CD and the DC resistance of

the inductor, 9. E as shown between (CD and 9 represents the input drive voltage making

the voltage dropped across (CD a disturbance that drives the output voltage away from the
commanded level. For the ideal case where (CD is set to zero, E = "CD , as in
E = "CD − (CD

!

= "CD − 0 ∗

!

= "CD .

(2.1)

Most modern boost converter designs use MOSFETs for the active switch, .

(%' is the drain to source resistance of the enhanced channel when  is turned on. If, in
place of the MOSFET, a P-N junction based active switch, such as a BJT or an IGBT,

was used for , (%' would have been replaced with a DC voltage source representing an
assumed value of collector to emitter saturation voltage.
Although, for improved efficiency synchronized rectification could be applied for
the second switch, it is common to use a fast diode such as low capacitance P-N junction
diode or a Schottky diode. In either case, a more complete model of a diode includes a
DC voltage source representing an assumed Anode-Cathode voltage.
Although the P-N junction models discussed above could also feature a series
resistance, the contribution of the series resistance would be significantly less than the
contribution of the DC voltage and is considered negligible.

D. Design Considerations for Boost Converters
Typical requirements of a boost converter include maximum acceptable output
voltage ripple, input to output efficiency, physical size of complete design, and
13

component cost. Most of these requirements are fairly easily met by maintaining a
relatively high switching frequency. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) are adapted from [6] and
relate switching frequency, ripple requirements, and the magnitude of the filter
component. Both equations assume constant current mode.
>≥

CK-/1 %

L2M NO3PPQR_6T6 NU5V

(2.2)

and
9≥

N70 T %

L2M CO3PPQR_6T6 NU5V

,

(2.3)

where > and 9 are the filter elements shown in Figure (2.5).
electrical characteristics of the load.

^_``ab_cc

!WXY ,

"Z[\ , and ]Z[\ are

and "^_``ab_cc represent design

constraints for the inductor current ripple and the output voltage ripple, respectively. d'
is the switching frequency of . Finally, as discussed in [7], the ratio of the period

during which  is on to the total switching period is referred to as the duty cycle (&)
yielding equation (2.4).
& = e'M ZD d' ,

(2.4)

where e'M ZD is the period of time during which  is switched on each complete
switching cycle.
Holding constant those electrical characteristics of the input and output that would
typically be considered a nominal design target, it is clear from Equations (2.2) and (2.3)
the magnitude of the storage elements are inversely proportional to d' . To increase d'
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is to decrease the magnitude and size of the filter elements, 9 and >, which, in turn,
decreases the cost of the filter elements.
Driving a boost converter at a high switching frequency can decrease the
component cost, component size, and output ripple, but can decrease overall efficiency.
High frequency operation of inductors can generate significant heat loss due to the skin
effect of wire and hysteretic core losses [8]. As the frequency of the current driven
through an inductor increases, the current density at the surface of the wire increases as
the current density at the center of the wire decreases.
Skin effect is commonly dealt with by increasing the surface area of the wire,
which may require increasing the gauge of the solid wire or using multiple strands of
wire [8]. A common but expensive choice for multiple stranded wire is litz wire, which
is multiple strands of individually insulated, small gauge, copper wire twisted or woven
together [9]. There are numerous variations of litz wire available and most are expensive
alternatives to solid copper wire. Litz wire is typically thicker than solid copper wire,
which can increase the overall dimension of the inductor, defeating the decreases in
component size and component cost.
One of the many physical ratings of semi-conductor switches beyond voltage
Yf

withstand ratings and current carrying ratings include a maximum Y\ rating the switch
can support. For example, the maximum reverse recovery voltage slope of the body
diode of an ST brand, STP8NK100Z, 1000V MOSFET is 4.5V/nSec, which enforces a
minimum pulse width [10]. Even if the gate of an STP8NK100Z MOSFET is driven with
enough current for a short duration pulse, the MOSFET may temporarily attempt to
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approach a linear state and not turn on completely before turning off. There will exist in
the switch a period during which there is a non-zero voltage while carrying a non-zero
current causing linear operation to be a very high power state. The negative impact of
this high power state of the semi-conducting switch is further compounded by the
switching frequency.
Although the switching frequency of a boost converter does not have to kept
absolutely constant, it is important for the designer to place upper and lower bounds on
the switching frequency to ensure the boost converter design requirements are met.
The voltage gain of a boost converter is a hyperbolic function of a period of a

duty cycle, &, as expressed in Equation (2.5).
gf = N , = h%.
N

70



(2.5)

When considering Figure 2.4 and Equation (2.5), it can be easily seen that the

voltage gain as a function of step changes in & is disproportionately large as &

approaches 1.0. Large changes in LED engine voltage will cause large changes in
current.

E. Summary
For general lighting applications, it is common to use LED engines where a
number of LEDs are wired together in series to share a driven current. Controlled DCDC converter, occasionally employing boost converters, are used to power the LED
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engines. To control the output voltage of a boost converter, the duty cycle, D, must be
adjusted. Finally, maintaining a range of switching frequencies is important.
The next chapter will provide a mathematical model of a boost converter and a
formal and mathematical description of the problem associated with using a boost
converter to drive an LED engine to track a commanded current profile.
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CHAPTER THREE

MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Goal of Boost Converter and Controller
Although there are numerous controlled DC-DC converters designed to drive a
constant current through LED arrays, where
Y(CKi8_,-../01 )
Y\

= 0,

(3.1)

it is common to desire a controlled DC-DC converter that can change the driven current
from a minimum value to a maximum value based on a definable command profile, such
as a series of lines and plateaus. For this thesis, the goal of the boost converter is to drive
current through an LED engine to follow a causal exogenous command profile. The
output, k, of the boost converter is the LED engine voltage, "!$% , which is
array current, multiplied by the LED array resistance, (!$% .
k = "!$% =

!$% (!$% .

!$% ,

the LED

(3.2)

Not only is the control algorithm responsible for asymptotic tracking of the
command profile, the control algorithm is also responsible for maintaining stability of
both the internal and output dynamics in the presence of disturbances, such as non-
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idealities of the boost converter components and the non-linearity of the LED load
resistance.

B. Mathematical Model of Boost Converter
Figure 3.1 shows a generalized model of a boost converter without the non-ideal
component features of Figure 2.5.

IL
D

-

+
L
U(t)
VIn

S1

C

+
-

1

R

0 ≤ D < 1

Figure 3.1: Simplified Model of Boost Converter.

The state equations that describe this converter are below.
 = − (hl) "# +
!

!

N70
!

(3.3)

and
"# =

( hl)
#

!

−

N,

^ ∗#

,

(3.4)
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where ( is the load resistance,
load voltage across >.

!

∈ ( is the current through 9, and "# ∈ ( is the output

It is a common engineering practice to use o as the actual switching function

where  is turned on if o = 1 and  is turned off if o = 0. If, instead of using o as the
switching function, the boost converter system, Equations (3.3) and (3.4), is treated as an
averaged model, o can be any value ∈ [0.0, 1.0) as &. Bearing in mind the importance

of maintaining a constant switching frequency, o will be treated as &, which will, in turn,
be used to define the on time of  as a linear function of the total switching period, i.e.
the inverse of Equation (2.4).

C. Analysis of the Internal Dynamics of the Boost Converter
As discussed in [11], because "# of Equation (3.4) is discontinuous, the base

system of equations are not in canonical form. Further, since the control, o, is also in the
internal dynamics, Equation (3.3), the system is not in regular form and will require
transformation before analyzing. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are transformed to a regular
form and are presented in Equations (3.5) through (3.9), taken from [18].
q = 2rq − ξ − 2tξ

(3.5)

u = 2ru(q − u)v − 2tu + ru(q − u)

(3.6)

and

where
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ξ ∈ ( : ξ =

N, T

N70 T

,

(3.7)

q ∈ ( : q = #N K T + N , T ,

(3.8)

γ=

(3.9)

!C T
70

N T
70

and
√!
.
^√#

With this transformation of state equations, u, the square of the normalized

voltage, is considered the output variable, q, the sum of the normalized current and

voltage, is the internal dynamics variable, and the control, v ∈ [−0.5, 0.5z: v = o − 0.5,

is now present only in the input-output dynamics. Because the control is in the output
dynamics, Equation (3.6), the relative degree of the system is now 1, which will be
defined at length in chapter four.
Since the control, v, is now only in the output Equation (3.6), the output error
becomes
e| = u#W}}XDY − u ,

(3.10)

where u#W}}XDY is an exogenous, causal command signal.
The linearized internal dynamics of the transformed system take the form of
q = g q + g u + d ,

(3.11)

where g , g , and d are defined
g =



r~ h|

, g =

h

r~ h|

− 2t,

(3.12)
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and
d = 2rq) − u) − 2tu) .

(3.13)

Those state variables subscripted by 0 should be interpreted as commanded levels, as in
the magnitude of q and u when e| = 0.

The steady state error, e| , can now be driven to zero by developing a control law

to directly control u. By evaluating Equation (3.5) with u = u#W}}XDY it is clear the

solution to the differential equation below, Equation (3.14), will not converge to zero as

 → ∞.

q = 2rq − ξ#W}}XDY − 2tξ#W}}XDY .

(3.14)

The instability of the internal dynamics can also be shown by linearizing the

internal dynamics about some operating point and calculating the eigenvalues of g ∈

( , Equation (3.12). Complex solutions to Equation (3.11) are not allowed so the single

eigenvalue of g ,  = g > 0, will have to be positive showing g to be nonhermitian, therefore the boost converter is non-minimum phase.

D. Problem Formulation
Three main factors prevent an open loop boost converter from driving DC through
an LED engine to track a causal signal; the nonlinearity of the LED engine, the nonminimum phase input to output dynamics, and parametric perturbations of the
components. To compensate for these three factors a higher order sliding mode
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controller will be introduced in concert with the dynamic siding manifold approach and
designed to control the boost converter.

E. Summary
The goal of the boost converter is to develop sufficient voltage to drive an LED
engine. The internal dynamics of boost converters is unstable and will require a
controller capable of stabilizing the internal dynamics while simultaneously driving the
output error to zero.
To control a boost converter to stabilize the internal dynamics and drive the
output error to zero it is proposed that sliding mode control techniques be used. Chapter
four introduces sliding mode controls, including special control laws that will provide a
smooth control to act as the duty cycle, &.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FUNDAMENTALS of SLIDING MODE CONTROL

Providing stability and control when faced with disturbances and uncertainties has
long been a challenge. There is always a difference between a mathematical model on
which a control is based and the real plant that is supposed to be represented by the
mathematical model. Those differences can include unknown plant parameters, internal
system dynamics that drive the states away from the system center, and external
disturbances. Designing a closed loop control law to drive the system in a desired
fashion when the system is influenced by these disturbances and uncertainties is a
difficult task for controller designers.
Sliding mode control is a control method designed to drive an ancillary variable,

referred to as the sliding variable, , to zero in finite time and hold it there for all time

past the point at which the sliding variable reached zero. The motion of the system after
the sliding variable reaches zero is referred to as the sliding mode or sliding manifold.
When travelling along the sliding manifold, the order of the system compensated by the
applied control undergoes a partial dynamical collapse and the system states
asymptotically approach zero.
Sliding modes as a special mode of variable structure systems was first developed
in the Soviet Union in the late 1950s. Itkis wrote the first book written in English on
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sliding mode control in 1976, “Control Systems of Variable Structure”. Utkin wrote
“Sliding Modes in Optimization and Control Problems” originally in Russian in 1981 and
later in English in 1992.

A. Stability of Equilibrium Points
Concepts associated with sliding mode control are valid based on being able to
prove stability. For example, designing a control law for a particular system begins with
designing a sliding surface that is then tested as a Lyapunov function to verify its
candidacy as a control law that can provide stability at equilibrium points.
A Russian mathematician and engineer, Aleksander Lyapunov, laid the
foundation for stability analysis of equilibrium points. Stability of an equilibrium point
requires all solutions starting near the equilibrium point remain near the equilibrium
point. Extending this basic definition of stability to all solutions starting near the

equilibrium also tend to go to the equilibrium point as  → ∞ yields the concept of
asymptotic stability. Finally, equilibrium points are considered unstable if the first basic
requirement is not met.
For the following autonomous system,
 = d(),

(4.1)

where d is continuously differentiable in a domain & ⊂ ℝD , let $ ∈ & be an

equilibrium point, where d$  = 0 and $ = 0. For non-zero equilibrium points a
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change of variables will allow the system to be shifted from the non-zero equilibrium
point to the origin.
Definition 4.1 [12]: The following list formally and mathematically details the stability
of equilibrium point, $ :

1. $ is stable if, for each  > 0, the exists  = () > 0 such that ‖(0)‖ <  ⇒
‖()‖ < , for all  ≥ 0.

2. $ is unstable if is not stable.

3. $ is asymptotically stable if it is stable and  can be chosen such that ‖(0)‖ <
 ⇒ lim\→ () = 0.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are graphical illustrations of Definition 4.1 and assume

 ∈ ℝ .

x2
ε
δ

x0

0 xEq

x(t)

x1

Figure 4.1: Graphical Example of Stability. ‖()‖ <  after leaving .
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x2
ε
δ

x0

0 xEq

x(t)

x1

Figure 4.2: Graphical Example of Asymptotic Stability. lim\→ () = 0.
In 1892 [12], Lyapunov introduced other functions that could be used to
determine the stability of a system at an equilibrium point referred to as a Lyapunov

function, ": & → ℝ. " is defined as a continuously differential function in a domain
& ⊂ ℝD that includes the origin.

Theorem 4.1 [12]: Let  = 0 be an equilibrium point for Equation (4.1) and & ⊂ ℝD be
a domain containing  = 0. Let ": & → ℝ be a continuously differentiable function
such that
"(0) = 0 and "() > 0 in & − {0}

(4.2)

" () ≤ 0 in &.

(4.3)

and

Then,  = 0 is stable. Moreover, if
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" () < 0 in & − {0}

(4.4)

then  = 0 is asymptotically stable.
The complete proof for Theorem 4.1 can be found in [12]. Later in this text
Theorem 4.1 will be applied to the sliding variable to guarantee stability of the proposed
sliding mode.
Finally, the following linear time invariant system of Equation (4.5) will be stable

if the Real parts of all the eigenvalues of the g matrix are negative. The g matrix is then
referred to as Hurwitz and the system is considered minimum phase with stable zero
dynamics.
 = g + ,

(4.5)

where  ∈ ℝD , g ∈ ℝD × D ,  ∈ ℝD × } ,  ∈ ℝ} , and  ≥  ≥ 1.

B. Conventional Sliding Modes
This section will be based on the following state-space system:
 = d(, , ) ,

(4.6)

where  ∈ ℝD is the system state,  ∈ ℝ} is the input control to the system. The
following assumptions apply to this system:
•
•

d(, , ) is differentiable with respect to 
d(, , ) is continuous throughout time
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•

 ∈ ℝ is a bounded external disturbance or uncertainty
In the same system as Equation (4.6) is a surface,
 = {: () = 0},

(4.7)

on which an ideal sliding mode [13] occurs if () changes in time such that (( )) =

0 for a  ∈ ℝ and (()) = 0 for all  >  .  ∈ ℝ} is a row vector.

For nominal single input systems, application of the Lyapunov stability criterion

can be used to derive equations used to calculate gains designed to drive  to zero in a

predetermined time. Consider the Lyapunov candidate, Equation (4.8), chosen to satisfy
the second Lyapunov criterion.
" ≤ −" T ,
M

(4.8)

where  > 0 is a design gain.

Separating the variables of Equation (4.8), " and  of " , and integrating yields
" T ≤ −   + " T (0).
M



M

(4.9)

To satisfy Lyapunov’s criterion, the left hand side of Equation (4.8) must be less

than or equal to zero at the sliding surface reaching time,  =  . Setting the left hand
side of Equation (4.9) to zero, solving for  , and replacing " T (0) with
M

 ≤

√| ())|
.


| ())|
√

yields

(4.10)
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Rewriting Equation (4.8) strictly in terms of  and  yields an equation that is
often helpful for deriving the control law for a particular system.
 ≤ −||.

(4.11)

C. Equivalent Control and Uncertainties
In conventional sliding modes,  =  = 0, which is constrained on the chain rule,

 = ¡¢ Y\ = £¢ d(, , ) = 0.
¡ Y¢

£

(4.12)

This chain rule yields an algebraic function of , , and  that, when solved for

the control signal, gives the equivalent control, b .
£

£¢

d, b ,  = 0.

(4.13)

b is a continuous control function required to keep the system on the sliding

manifold and is independent from the actual control, , that is actually applied to the

system. Unlike b ,  can be discontinuous.

To derive an expression for b , consider the following system,

 = d() + () + .

(4.14)

Assuming non-singularity for the expression, ¡¢ (), and re-evaluating Equation (4.13)
¡

by multiplying Equation (4.14) by ¡¢ and then solving for  yields the expression for the
¡

equivalent control,
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b = − ¤

¡

¡¢

h

()¥

¡

¡¢

d() − ¤

¡

¡¢

h

()¥

¡

¡¢

.

(4.15)

Applying the control in Equation (4.15) to the system in Equation (4.14) gives the
closed loop response below.
h

 = ¦ − () ¤¡¢ ()¥
¡

h

§ d() + ¦ − ¤¡¢ ()¥
¡¢

¡

¡

¡

¡¢

§ . (4.16)

Since b is a function of , which can be assumed to not be known, it will not be

physically possible to implement b . Finally, the purpose behind the formulation of b
is to support the derivation of a differential equation that describes the closed loop
system.
If the disturbance, , of Equation (4.14) is redefined as ()¨, where ¨, a
function of time, can be an uncertainty in the input, and Equation (4.12) is reevaluated,
the invariance property of sliding mode control is demonstrated as shown in Equation
(4.17).
h

 = ¦ − () ¤¡¢ ()¥
¡

¡

¡¢

§ d().

(4.17)

To study the effect sliding mode control has on matched uncertainties, which are
uncertainties in the input, consider the system in Equation (4.5) extended to Equation
(4.18) to include uncertainties.
 = g +  + ¨,

(4.18)
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where  is full rank and any bounded and unknown uncertainty or nonlinearity is

represented by ¨: ℝ × ℝD × ℝ} ↦ ℝ} , which is a function of time, the system states, ,
and the control, . Assume a control law is created to cause the system in Equation

(4.18) to slide along the surface of Equation (4.19) at  >  .
 = { ∈ ℝD ∶  = 0},

(4.19)

where  ∈ ℝ}×D .

Solving for , b becomes

b = −()h g − ¨.

(4.20)

The abstract control, b , includes the uncertainty ¨ allowing it to nullify the

effects of the uncertainty. The closed loop system is now
 = (

D

− ()h )g,

(4.21)

and is free of the uncertainty, ¨. The system described by Equation (4.21) represents the
motion of the system in the sliding mode. The surface described by Equation (4.19) is
used to define the sliding variable, , as in  =  where  ∈ ℝ} .

D. Regular Form
The goal of sliding mode control is to drive  to zero, which should, in turn,
reduce the order of the system to allow the system states to asymptotically approach zero.
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To support this,  must be designed correctly, which requires the system to be in regular
form.
For the system in Equation (4.5) above to be in the regular form, not only does the

requirement of «( ∈ ℝD×} ) =  need to be met, but there must be an  −  × 
zero minor of . The remaining  ×  minor of  must be nonsingular.

As an example of a  matrix that is not in the regular form, consider the  matrix

below.
0
=¬ 1
−1

1
−1.
0

(4.22)

Although «(®.¯ ∈ ℝ°× ) = 2, no ℝ× matrix minor of ®.¯ can identified

as a zero matrix.
A coordinate transformation of a system not in the regular form, , will have to be

performed to a system in the regular form,  ∈ ℝD× . Practically any transformation of
variables can be used to transform the system coordinates. One particular approach for
the system as specifically defined in Equation (4.5) follows.
Consider the q system in Equation (4.23) already in normal form.

q = g̅q + ² ,

(4.23)

where the bars above the g and  matrices denote the g and  matrices of Equation (4.5)

transformed to the z coordinates. The following list describes q .
•

g̅ ∈ ℝD×D
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•
•

(«(² ∈ ℝD×} ) = 

An  −  ×  minor of ² is a zero matrix.

g̅ and ² are defined in Equations (4.24) and (4.25), respectively.
g̅ = ³g³ h

(4.24)

² = ³,

(4.25)

and

where ³ ∈ ℝD×D is the nonsingular coordinate transformation matrix that will be
summarized below.
The first step to define ³ is treat  as two new matrices formed from minors of

, an upper minor,  ∈ ℝDh}×} , and a lower, nonsingular minor,   ∈ ℝ}×} , so that
 = [ 

  z´ .

³=µ
¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¹
¶E(·}×Dh}
Dh}×Dh}

− (  )h
}×}

º,

(4.26)

where ¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¹
¶E(·}×Dh} is a matrix of zeros.

Using Equations (4.24) and (4.25), the q system is more explicitly defined.
̅ q

g̅ q + g
q = »q  ¼ = ³g³ h q + ³ = ½  
¾ + ² ,
q
g̅ q + g̅ q 

where
•

q = d(q, ) ∈ ℝD× ,
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(4.27)

•
•
•
•
•

q ∈ ℝDh}× and q  ∈ ℝ}× are minors of q,
̅ ∈ ℝDh}×Dh} ,
g
̅ ∈ ℝDh}×} ,
g

g̅ ∈ ℝ}×Dh} , and
g̅ ∈ ℝ}×} .

Continuing with the example  matrix above, ³ is now

1 1
³®.¯ = ¬0 1
0 0

1
0.
1

(4.28)

Square matrix, ³®.¯ , is full rank, and is therefore nonsingular. Using the transformation

matrix, ³®.¯ , ² is calculated.
0
0
²
®.¯ = ¬ 1 −1.
−1 0

(4.29)

The upper 1 × 2 minor of ²®.¯ is a zero matrix and («(²®.¯ ) = 2. To

complete the example, consider the g matrix in Equation (4.30).
g®.¯

1 1
= ¬0 1
1 0

1
3.
1

(4.30)

Again, using the transformation, ³®.¯ , g̅ is calculated.
2 0
g̅®.¯ = ¬0 1
1 −1

3
3.
0

(4.31)
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The completely transformed system is
2
q = ¬0
1

0 3
0
0
1 3 q + ¬ 1 −1 ,
−1 0
−1 0

(4.32)

where q ∈ ℝ° and  ∈ ℝ .

E. Controller Design for Systems with Matched Uncertainty
The controller,  ∈ ℝ} , will exist as the sum of two parts, as in
 = ! + À! ,

(4.33)

where ! ∈ ℝ} is a control designed to stabilize the nominal linear system and À! ∈

ℝ} is a discontinuous control designed to stabilize the nonlinear system.
The definition of ! is

! = −Λh (g − Φ),

(4.34)

where Λ =  and Φ ∈ ℝ}×} is any stable design matrix. Equation (4.35) is the
definition of À! .

À! = −(, )Λh ‖cK ‖,
c

(4.35)

K

where (, ) is any scalar function that is based solely on the amplitude of the
uncertainty and satisfies the following:
(, ) ≥

ÃÄM ‖[K ‖Å(\,¢)‖Æ‖
hÄM ‖Æ‖‖ÆÇM ‖

,

(4.36)
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]! ∈ ℝ}×} is the positive solution to the Lyapunov equation
]! Φ + Φ´ ]! = −È,

(4.37)

1 > « ‖Λ‖‖Λh ‖.

(4.38)

and t > 0 of Equation (4.36) is a design parameter. « is to be chosen to guarantee

È ∈ ℝ}×} is any nonsingular design matrix. It is customary to simplify the

mathematics by setting È =

}×} .

To show (, ) is greater in amplitude than the matched uncertainty, Equation

(4.38) can be rearranged to the following.
(, ) ≥ ‖Λ‖‖ξ‖ + t .

(4.39)

As a possible Lyapunov function candidate, consider Equation (4.40).
"() =  ´ ]! .

(4.40)

Equation (4.40) meets the requirement defined in Equation (4.2) of Theorem 4.1.

" is calculated in [13] as

" ≤ − ´  − 2t‖]! ‖.

(4.41)

The first term of Equation (4.41), − ´ , is guaranteed to be negative. The

product of  ´ and  is the sum of the squares of all the elements of , guaranteeing it is
positive. The second term of Equation (4.41) is also guaranteed to be negative. Because
Equation (4.41) is negative definite, the requirement defined in Equation (4.3) of
Theorem 4.1 is also met.
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F. Example Design Using Traditional Sliding Mode Control
For an example of the concepts presented above, a problem representative of one
of the exercises from [13] will be worked. The state equations for the nonlinear,

heterogeneous, second order differential equation of an underwater vehicle, É +

« | | = , are found below. The position, , and its velocity,  , are measured and
known.
  = 

(4.33)

and
  = −

Ä
 | |
}  

+ ,
[

}

(4.34)

where  = d() ∈ ℝ ,  ∈ ℝ is the position of the vehicle, « > 0 is the coefficient of

drag bound by « ≤ « ≤ « , and  is the mass of the vehicle. The system is in regular
form.
Let  = [>

1z, so  =  = [>

1z[

 z´ =  + > . The left hand side

of the Lyapunov function candidate, Equation (4.11), is
 = > − }  | | + }  ≤ −||.
Ä

[

(4.35)

Let the control signal, u, be a sum of a control signal for that which is known, and
one control signal for uncertainties such as the coefficient of drag.
 = ÄDWÊD + [DÄDWÊD .

(4.36)
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The first and third terms on the right hand side of Equation (4.36) are known, so

ÄDWÊD is designed to nullify their effects on the system, i.e.
0 = > +

[Ë0-Ì0
}

.

(4.37)

Solving for ÄDWÊD yields
ÄDWÊD = −> .

(4.38)

The remaining term on the right hand side of (4.35) is nullified using the right
hand side of Equation (4.11).
− }  | | +
Ä

[50Ë0-Ì0
}

 ≤ −||.

(4.39)

The first term on the left hand side of Equation (4.39) can be simplified with the
following approximation,
− }  | | ≤
Ä



 ||.
} 

ÄT

(4.40)

This simplification will help guarantee the controller has sufficient gain to
compensate the full range of disturbance associated with the coefficient of drag.
Equation (4.39) becomes
  || +
} 

ÄT

[50Ë0-Ì0
}

 = −Í||.

(4.41)

Using  = ||Î() to consolidate all the  in Equation (4.41) and solving for

[DÄDWÊD gives

[DÄDWÊD = −(«   + )Î().
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(4.42)

Î() (signum of ) is defined as the following [14]:
Î() = Ï

1,  > 0
.
−1,  < 0

(4.43)

Summing Equations (4.38) and (4.42) gives the complete control to drive  to

zero in finite time, compensate for disturbances and uncertainties, and drive the system
states back to the origin, as in
 = −> − («   + )Î().

(4.43)

To test the control law of Equation (4.43), the system was simulated using the
following parameters:
•
•
•

•
•

 = 5.0«

(0) = 5.0
 (0) = 0.75

}
Ð

« = 0.9 + 0.8 ∗ sin(1.5)
 = 1.5 Î

The value of k can be bound as « ≤ « = 0.9 + 0.8 = 1.7. C will be set to 1.0

and solving for  in Equation (4.10) will be calculated as 3.833. When calculating  the
radical in the numerator was absorbed into the value of .

The results of the simulations are shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.7.
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Figure 4.3:  () = () And  () =  () of Traditional Sliding Mode Example.

Figure 4.4:  () = () And  () =  () of Traditional Sliding Mode Example
Zoomed. The zoomed view also shows a ripple-like waveform riding on  () that
represents the chatter associated with traditional sliding mode control.
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Figure 4.5: () And () of Traditional Sliding Mode Example. For the first 1.5s of
the simulation  is driven to zero, after which it remains at zero for ∀  >  = 1.5Î.

Figure 4.6: () And () of Traditional Sliding Mode Example Zoomed. At
approximately 1.5s the previously smooth control begins to switch at a high rate. It can
also be seen  is centered about zero.  does not reach zero asymptotically,  reaches
zero absolutely.
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Figure 4.7: Phase Portrait of  And  of Traditional Sliding Mode Example. As a two
dimensional system, the sliding surface will be a straight line:  = −1.0 .

Figure 4.8: Phase Portrait of  And  of Traditional Sliding Mode Example Zoomed.
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G. Smooth Alternatives to the SIGNUM Function
The discontinuous component of traditional sliding mode control causes
chattering, which induces a ripple to ride the output. There are a number of available
techniques to reduce or even remove chattering, including alternatives to the signum

function and sliding mode control strategies that integrate Î() to smooth out the
discontinuity.
There are at least two alternatives to the SIGNUM function that approximate the
instantaneous step from -1 to +1 with either a straight line approximation between -1 and
+1 or a hyperbola-like function containing an inflection point at  = 0.

The first of the two approximations is the sigmoid function, which is illustrated in
Figure 4.9.
Î() ≅ Î() = |¢|×.
¢

(4.44)

Figure 4.9: () Function.  = 0.01.
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The second alternative is the saturation function, which is illustrated in Figure
4.10.
1,  > Ù
Î() = Ø × , || ≤ Ù .
−1,  < −Ù
¢

(4.45)

Figure 4.10: () Function. Once again,  = 0.01, which is evident when
studying the points at which Ú'X\[X\_WD () leaves -1.0 and 1.0.
The underwater vehicle example was repeated using the Î()

approximation of Î(). The value of  = 0.01 will be used for the simulations.
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Figure 4.11: () And () of () Approximation. It can be seen that  does
not reach zero in finite time, instead  is approaching zero asympotically. It can also be
seen that () does not start switching and is instead smooth.

Figure 4.12:  () = () And  () =  () of () Approximation.
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H. Higher Order Sliding Mode Control
Conventional sliding mode control is effective for canceling system disturbances
and uncertainties and allowing the system states to asymptotically approach zeros. There
are, however, two basic shortcomings with this technique: chattering in the input signal
may be damaging to the system and may require additional filtering for the output, and
conventional sliding mode control is only for system of relative degree one, which means
the input has to exist in the first time derivative of the output state.
For example, consider the linear, time-invariant, single input, single output
(SISO) system expressed in regular form of Equation (4.46).


½  ¾ = »
 

k =  .

 
Û
 ¼ » ¼ + » 0 ¼ ,
(4.46)

The output of this system is defined as  , whereas the input is coupled to  . If

the error is defined as Ü = k#W}}XDY − k, then Ü = 0 − k = −  , which in this example
lacks the control signal, . However, the second time derivative of  yields Equation
(4.47), which is coupled to the control signal, .

É  = (  +   ) + (  +   ) +  Û. (4.47)

The second time derivative of the error, ÜÉ , is now coupled to the control signal

giving this SISO system a relative degree of two. To control this particular system, a
higher order sliding mode controller will be required.
Consider the following SISO system of relative degree, .
47

 = (, ) + Û(, ),

(4.48)

where  ∈ ℝD , , Û, and : ℝD → ℝ are smooth, unknown functions,  ∈ ℝ, and 

might be uncertain. For the system of Equation (4.48) the relative degree, , is known
and unchanging so that
 () = ℎ(, ) + (, )

(4.49)

where ℎ(, ) is the  \Þ derivative of  along the trajectories of the vector field, , and

(, ) > 0 is the first derivative of  along the trajectory of Û multiplied by the ( −

1)\Þ derivative of  along the trajectory of . It is assumed that the system of Equation

(4.49) is uncertain and for some «} , ßà , and > > 0, (, ) is bounded as
0 < «} ≤ (, ) ≤ ßà ,

(4.50)

where |ℎ(, )| ≤ >.

The goal is to stabilize the states, ,  , … ,  (h) , of the system of Equation (4.49)

based on the conditions specified in Equation (4.50). To accomplish this a control of the
form,
 = â(,  , … ,  (h) ),

(4.51)

will be used. The control of Equation (4.51) is continuous except on the non-empty
integral, -sliding [13] set,

 =  = ⋯ =  (h) = 0.

(4.52)
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If either the next derivative,   , is discontinuous or does not exist as a single-valued
function of , then the sliding order of Equation (4.52) is strictly .

Higher order sliding mode (HOSM) controllers, such as the twisting and the

super-twisting controllers, are -sliding homogenous. To define homogeneity of HOSM
controllers, to each coordinate, _ ∈ ℝ, assign the homogeneity degree, _ > 0. Next,

the linear transformation referred to as the homogeneity dilation will be shown for ä > 0,
å : ( ,  , … , D ) ↦ (ä }  , ä }  , … , ä }D D ).

(4.53)

There is a list of requirements to be met before an entity can be considered

homogeneous of degree + ∈ ℝ. For any ä > 0, d(å ) of a function, d: ℝD → ℝ, has to

equal ä  d(). All the components, d_ , of the vector field, d: ℝD → ℝD (d =

(d , d , … , dD )´ ), are homogeneous and for  = 1,2, … ,  the degree of d_ equals the sum

of the degree of _ and the degree of d, which, in turn, equals the sum of the degree of _
and +.

Finally, for vector-set fields and the differential inclusion,  ∈ @(), the degree of

@ is + if the differential inclusion is invariant with respect to the time-coordinate
transformation of Equation (4.54).
æå : (, ) → (ä h , å ).

(4.54)

If for any ä > 0 and ,  , … ,  (h) the linear transformation of the controller of

Equation (4.51), shown in Equation (4.55), holds true, the controller of Equation (4.51) is
referred to as -sliding (-th order sliding) homogeneous [13]. If it exists, the sliding
mode corresponding to the controller of Equation (4.51) is also called homogeneous.
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âä  , ä h  , … ,  (h)  = â(,  , … ,  (h) ).

(4.55)

I. Super Twisting Controller
 of second order mode (2-sliding) [13] controllers is two, the degree of  is two,

and the degree of  is one. The majority of known 2-sliding controllers are 2-sliding

homogenous, including the quasi-continuous controller, the prescribed convergence law,
the twisting controller, and the super twisting controller.
The 2-sliding controller of interest for this thesis is the super-twisting controller as
applied to a system of relative degree one. Super-twisting control, unlike other 2-sliding
controllers, lacks the requirement that both  and  have to be measured, which is
possible, but not inevitable [13].
Consider the dynamical system of Equation (4.48) and the  = 1 case of Equation
(4.49). Add to the constraints prescribed in Equation (4.50) the following constraints.

çℎç + oà | | ≤ >

(4.56)

èéè < êoà ,

(4.57)

and
Þ

where oà and ê are positive constants. The super-twisting control law, purposely
expressed to illustrate the control of Equation (4.51), is defined as
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 = −Í||⁄ Î() + 
and
−,
 = Ï−ìÎ(),

|| > oà
,
|| ≤ oà

(4.58)

where Equations (4.59) and (4.60) further define Í and ì, respectively.
Í = 1.5√>

(4.59)

ì = 1.1>,

(4.60)

and

where is C is finally defined below.
> ≥ |â (k, k , )|.

(4.61)

Theorem 4.2 [13]: With «} ì > > and  sufficiently large, the controller of Equation

(4.58) guarantees the appearance of a 2-sliding mode  =  = 0 in the system of

Equation (4.49), which attracts the trajectories in finite time. The control  enters in

finite time the segment [−oà , o} ] and stays there. It never leaves the segment, if the
initial value is inside at the beginning.
The proof for Theorem 4.2 is found in [13].
At the point when | | < oà occurs of a system of degree 1, to which the control
law of Equation (4.58) is applied, the closed loop system solutions satisfy the inclusion
 ∈ −[«} , ßà z||⁄ Î() + í
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and
í ∈ [−>, >z − ì[«} , ßà zÎ()

(4.62)

í = ℎ(, ) + (, ).

(4.63)

where, like the  = 1 case of Equation (4.49),

With a homogeneity degree of -1, degree of  equal to 2, and degree of í equal to

1, the inclusion is homogeneous.

J. Example Design Using Super Twisting Sliding Mode Control
The example system of section E. above was repeated using the super twisting

control law of Equation (4.58) for || ≤ oà . For this repeat, Í = 1.45, ì = 1.03, and

> = 0.80. The results of the simulations are found in Figures 4.13 through 4.15.
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Figure 4.13:  () = () And  () =  () Using Super Twisting Control.

Figure 4.14: () And  () Using Super Twisting Control.
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Figure 4.15:  ( ) And () Using Super Twisting Control. The states,  and  , are
driven from their respective starting points to the sliding surface, after which they both
approach zero asymptotically. It is clear that the control signal of the super twisting
control law is smooth and continuous.
When the sliding surface is correctly designed, the super twisting control law

drives both  and  to zero in finite time and holds both there ∀ >  .

Studying the  () phase portrait in the bottom-most plot of Figure 4.14, the path

 and  take is clear. Depending on the initial conditions, in this example ) =
> (0) +  (0) = 2.10 and ) = > − }  | | +
Ä

[25PRïðÌ3ñV ())
}

= −1.79,  and 

follow a trajectory that leads to either  or  reaching zero. In this example,  reaches
zero first, followed by  crossing zero. This twisting fashion about the (,  ) origin
continues until both  and  equal zero.
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K. Non-minimum Phase Output Tracking
To study output tracking, the following SISO system is used:
 = g +  + @(, ),
k = æ,

(4.64)

where  ∈ ℝD , g ∈ ℝD×D , «( ∈ ℝD×} ) = ,  ∈ ℝ} , æ ∈ ℝ}×D , and k ∈ ℝ} .
{g, } is completely controllable and {g, æ} is completely observable ∀  and .

@(, ) ∈ ℝD = @ () + @ () is a vector function containing nonlinear functions of 
and . @ (), a matched nonlinear function, is bound by ‖@ ‖ ≤ ò and the vector of

adequately smooth disturbances, @ (), is bound by ó@,_ ()ó ≤ ò,_ , where ò > 0 and
ò,_ > 0 ∀, .

Remark. Based on the need to propose a possible solution to the problem formulation
found in Chapter 3 regarding the non-minimum phase system of an SISO boost converter,
this section is only considering the SISO case, and relies on material found in [15], [16],
and [18]. Found in [17] is material that considers the problem of output tracking of a
non-minimum phase, multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system and for the MIMO
system proposes a possible solution.
For this section, it is assumed the Real part of at least one of the eigenvalues of g

are positive, making the g matrix non-Hurwitz and the system non-minimum phase.

Because non-minimum phase systems yield instability of the zero dynamics [18], nonminimum phase systems restrict the controller designer by dis-allowing the use of
nonlinear control techniques such as sliding mode control and feedback linearization.
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The problem is to asymptotically track a smooth external command signal,

k#W}}XDY (), in the presence of disturbances and uncertainties. The sliding mode
control must be designed so that, in the sliding mode, the output of the system will track
the command profile asymptotically ∀ >  . In other words,
Ü = k#W}}XDY () − k()

(4.65)

and lim\→ Ü = lim\→ k#W}}XDY () − k() = 0.
Remark. Of the different approaches to develop a sliding mode appropriate to support
output command profile tracking of non-minimum phase, causal systems, the dynamic
sliding mode of [18] is presented here.
The system of Equation (4.64) is transformed into the normal canonical [18] or
regular form,
 = g  + g k + d ()

(4.66)

k = d (, k, ) + (, k),

(4.67)

and

where the assumptions for the system of Equation (4.64) are expanded and listed below.

The relative degree of the system of Equation (4.66) is  and state matrices g and g
are completely controllable.
1. The internal state vector is  ∈ ℝDh} .

2. The output state vector is defined as k ∈ ℝ} .
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3. The control for the system is  ∈ ℝ} .

4. The constant, non-Hurwitz matrix, g ∈ ℝ(Dh}) ¢ (Dh}) is nonsingular.
5. Multiplied by k is the constant matrix, g ∈ ℝ(Dh}) ¢ } .

6. The known control matrix, (, k) ∈ ℝ} ¢ } , is nonsingular.
7. The unmatched disturbance, d () ∈ ℝ}h} is bounded.

8. Matched disturbance and uncertainty, d ( ,  , ) ∈ ℝ} , is bounded.

The order of the characteristic equation of the command profile, k#W}}XDY (), is

the same order as the linear, homogeneous, differential equation of the error dynamics. A
sliding variable,  ∈ ℝ} , will need to be defined in order to design the control that can
both cancel unmatched disturbance, d (), and the effect of the exogenous command
profile and that can provide error dynamics that are asymptotically stable.
The dynamic extension, +(Ü, ), is defined as

+ = ]Ä Ü + ô) (]Äh Ü − Äh +)õ + ⋯
\

+ ô) … ô) (]) Ü − ) +) õ … õÄ ,
\

ö

(4.68)

where the error, Ü, is defined by Equation (4.65), and the matrices, ]Ä … ]) ∈ ( } ¢ } and

the scalar values Äh … ) will be defined later. The dynamic extension is used to help
define the sliding variable,
 =  + +.

(4.69)
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The dynamic sliding mode developed in [18] makes the following assumptions:

«(g ) = , and  = 2. The motion of the system when operating in the sliding

mode, i.e. when  =  + + = 0, becomes
 () = g () − g Ü + ÷ø ()

and
() + +(Ü, ) = 0.

(4.70)

÷ø (), the command profile for the system of Equations (4.66) and (4.67), is
defined as
÷ø () = g k#W}}XDY () + d (),

(4.71)

which can be described by a linear, time-invariant, Hurwitz characteristic polynomial,
ùÄ () = Ä + Äh Äh + ⋯ +   + ) ,

(4.72)

where the positive, real, coefficients Äh … ) are specified and are also associated with
Equation (4.68).
Theorem 4.3 studies the stability of the system in Equation (4.70) as it operates in
the sliding mode.
Theorem 4.3 [18]: For the non-minimum phase system of (4.66) and (4.67) with nonHurwitz matrix g , |g | ≠ 0, the matrix g with «(g ) =  and forced by an

unmatched bounded disturbance d () and the causal output command profile
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k#W}}XDY () such that the function ÷ø () given by Equation (4.71) obeys the exosystem
with known stable characteristic polynomial (4.72), ∃ matrices ]Ä , ]Äh , … ]) ∈ ℝ} ¢ }
]) = −g h (ü) ]Ä + ) g )

] = −g h (ü ]Ä − ]) +  g ) …

]Äh = −g h (üÄh ]Ä − ]Äh + Äh g )
]Ä =

hýMT (CýMM ÇM `ËÇM ýMM ÇT `ËÇT ⋯ýMM ÇË ` )
[ýMM øË CøËÇM ýMM ÇM ⋯ø ýMM ÇË z

(4.73)

such that the causal command profile k#W}}XDY () given in real time will be followed

asymptotically in the sliding mode  = () + +(Ü, ) = 0 with specified eigenvalues in
accordance with the following linear system of differential equations for the output
tracking error
Ü (Ä) + >Ä Ü (Ä) + >Äh Ü (Äh) + ⋯ + > Ü + >) Ü = 0

where >Ä = üÄ

}×} , … , >)

= ü)

}×} , üÄ , … , ü)

(4.74)

∈ ℝ are the positive constants and the

zero dynamics are stable.
The complete proof of Theorem 4.3 is provided in [18].

L. Summary
System level stability was defined and discussed from the stability of the system
at an equilibrium point to the overall system stability. Lyapunov’s equation was
introduced as a method to determine the existence of a control.
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Traditional sliding mode control was introduced, including concepts such as
equivalent control and the robustness of the sliding mode control algorithms to matched
uncertainties and disturbances. The concept of regular form for systems of differential
equations was introduced along with a method of transformation from a system not in the
regular form to a system in the regular form. An example was included with the
discussion regarding the regular form. A method to design a traditional sliding mode
control was shown. Finally, smooth alternatives to the Î() function were offered.

Higher order sliding modes was introduced followed by focus on one particular
higher order sliding mode, the 2-sliding super twisting control.
Three examples were included; a traditional sliding mode control example, a
super twisting sliding mode example, and an example of one of the smooth alternatives to
the Î() function.

The sliding variable designed as part of the dynamic sliding manifold of
Equations (4.68), (4.69) can be used with any sliding mode control that is designed for
systems of relative degree of 1, including any traditional sliding mode control or a 2sliding mode control, such as super twisting control. The physical description of the
problem definition of chapter 2 includes the need for a smooth continuous control, hence
the decision to use super twisting control as part of the proposed solution to the physical
and mathematical problem definitions of chapters 2 and 3.
Chapter 5 will detail the design of both the super twisting controller and the
dynamic sliding manifold along which the system will travel when operating in the
sliding mode.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONTROLLER DESIGN for NON-MINIMUM PHASE BOOST
CONVERTER for LEDs

A. Super Twisting Control Design
To produce a smooth control signal as the duty cycle of a boost converter to drive
an LED engine, super twisting sliding mode control is chosen.
Because of the continuous nature of the super twisting control law, Equation

(4.58), o cannot be used to control  directly as it would be in Traditional SMC.

Coupled with a fixed frequency pulse train, o can directly be used as & for duty cycle

control, but must be bound on [0.0,1.0). Inspection of Figure 2.5 makes it clear & = 1.0
is not allowed, because the converter will not boost and the inductor current will grow
without bounds. The sliding variable, , as used in Equations (4.58) and (4.59) is the
same as in Equation (4.69).
The super-twisting control law will drive both  and  to zero in finite time
giving the control its general classification of a second order SMC, after which the output
voltage of the boost converter will begin to asymptotically track the command profile.
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B. Controller Design Using Dynamic Sliding Manifold
To design a DSM to cancel error dynamics between the output dynamics and the
command profile, the error dynamics ordinary differential equation (ODE) has to be
written to match the order of the differential equation of the command profile. The

dynamic extension function, +, is generated using coefficients, ]) through ] , that are, in
turn, created based on the linearized internal dynamics and the error dynamics.
Although

!$%_#W}}XDY ()

can follow any continuous wave shape and can be

described using practically any algebraic equation, it is common to either increase and
decrease the
!$%_#W}}XDY

!$%_#W}}XDY

in a linear fashion with a constant slope or leave

as a DC value. Practical controlled DC-DC converters will have pre-

defined upper and lower current limits. For the purposes of this design, the command
profile is defined
!$%_#W} ()

=  + Û,

(5.1)

where  ∈ ℝ : [0, ∞) is the slope of the line and can be any real number including zero

and Û ∈ ℝ : [0, ∞) is the DC offset. The maximum commanded current will be 200mA
and the minimum commanded current will be 2mA.
As the V-I characteristics of LEDs are nonlinear, the voltage as a function of a
linear current such as is described by Equation (5.1) will be curvilinear, and can have a
third order characteristic polynomial. For small changes in LED command current the
following known stable second order characteristic polynomial
  +   + ) = 0,

(5.2)
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where  = 1 and  = ) = 0, will be sufficient in place of the third order characteristic
polynomial to simplify the overall calculations.
The dynamic extension, +, which first appeared in Equation (4.69), is the function
used for the dynamic extension approach and is defined
+ = ] Ü| + ô) ] Ü| õ + ô) ô) ]) Ü| õ1 õ2
\

\

ö

(5.3)

where []) ] ] z = ]¸þ´ are based on the internal dynamics linearized about the nominal
operating conditions when the output is correctly tracking the command profile and
defined as follows:
]) =

hø cT

] =

h(øM ∗cT hc )

ýMM

,

(5.4)

ýMM

,

(5.5)

hýMT ∗ýMM T

(5.6)

and
] =

ýMM øT ∗ýMM T øM ∗ýMM ø


where scalar coefficients ü) , ü, and ü are defined based on comparing the error
dynamics ODE of the system, Equation (5.7), of the command profile, Equation (5.1), to
ITAE criteria, Equation (5.8). ITAE is defined by [20] as the absolute error, e| (t),
multiplied by the time integral.
e| (°) + ü e| () + ü e| () + ü) e| = 0 .

(5.7)

The ITAE optimized characteristic equation for Equation (5.7) is employed.
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Î ° + 1.75D Î  + 2.15D Î + D° = 0,

(5.8)

where
ü) = D° = ¤
ü =

)

´2RVVQ304

2.15D

°

¥ ,

(5.9)

= 2.15 ¤



)

¥ ,

(5.10)

)

¥.

(5.11)

´2RVVQ304

and
ü = 1.75D = 1.75 ¤´

2RVVQ304

Then the super-twisting control
& = −Í||⁄ Î() + 
−&,
 = 
−ìÎ(),
Í = 1.5√>,

|&| > 1
,
|&| ≤ 1

ì = 1.1>

drives the dynamic sliding variable  = z() + +(Ü, ) and its derivative to zero in finite

time, where > > 0 is a tuning parameter, and z(t) is defined by Equation (3.8).

C. Description of Control Algorithm
The controller gains are functions of the commanded load current. As such, a
specific sequence of events, briefly detailed by the following list, must be followed.
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Following the brief list is a simple graphic illustrating the same. The graphic is to be read
as two independent loops; one loop to determine the commanded load current and a
second loop adjusting the duty cycle to track the load current profile.
1.)

As the commanded LED engine current changes, the values of the target
load resistance and the commanded target output voltage will be updated.

(!$%_´Xéb\ = d(

2.)

!$%_#W}}XDY )

and "!$%_#W}}XDY = d(

!$%_#W}}XDY ).

The updated value of (!$%_´Xéb\ will be used to recalculate g and g
of Equation (3.12).

3.)

The updated values of g and g will be applied to Equations (5.4),

4.)

The dynamic extension function, +, will be integrated based on the current

5.)

The sliding variable, , is calculated and the duty cycle is corrected based

(5.5), and (5.6) to update ]¸þ´ .

error and newly updated ]¸þ´ .

on the super twisting control law. Before being used as the duty cycle, the
output of the super twisting control law is bound on [0.0,1.0).
Figure 5.1 graphically illustrates the algorithm.
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ICommand(t)=mt+b Loop

Control Loop

Acquire new ILED_Command

RLED_Target = f(ILED_Command)

VLED_Command = f(ILED_Command)

A11 = f(RLED_Target, VLED_Command)
A12 = f(RLED_Target, VLED_Command)

Measure VC

eξ = f(VLED_Command, VC)

P = f(A11, A12 )

Measure IL

z = f(VC, IL)

q = f(P, eξ)

σ = f(z, q)

DSuperTwisting = f(σ)

D = DSuperTwisting Bound on [0.0, 1.0)

+
-

S1(t)
1

0 ≤ D < 1

Figure 5.1: Illustration of Super Twisting Control And Dynamic Sliding Mode
Algorithm.

D. Summary
Design constraints of the super twisting control law were introduced in concert
with a dynamic sliding manifold approach. A dynamic sliding manifold was designed for
a command profile that fits a second order differential equation. The overall super
twisting control and dynamic sliding manifold algorithm were described both in words
and graphically.
Chapter six will provide a case study showing the control algorithm controlling a
boost converter driving an LED engine. Chapter six will also describe how the LED
model was created.
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CHAPTER SIX

CASE STUDY

A. Boost Converter
Figure 2.5 Shows a boost converter with non-ideal component models, but
without component values. In chapter 3, a simple boost converter with ideal components
was analyzed and found to have unstable dynamics. Finally, in chapter 5 a robust 2sliding controller and its associated sliding manifold were designed.
The particular choice of controller was based on being able to deal with the
uncertainties of the plant components and the nonlinear nature of the load. Figure 6.1
shows the boost converter of Figure 2.5 complete with component values.

RL=500mΩ

L=10mH

VDiode=400mV

D

RDS=20mΩ
VIn=12.0V

U(t)
U(t)

1

S1

C=100µF

0 ≤ D < 1

Figure 6.1: Boost Converter Schematic with Values.
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RLED
10 X Nichia
219 LEDs

o() as shown controlling  is the super twisting control law and will be

multiplied by the reciprocal of d'M to determine the e'M _ZD per switching period. The
system equations for Figure 6.1 are
 = h(^K'M ^82 )CK − (h'M )N, − (h'M )N83-1R + N70
!
!
!
!

!

(6.1)

and
"# =

(h'M )CK
#

− (^

N,

Ki8 )#

.

(6.2)

B. LED Engine Model
When the 12.0VDC source is first connected to the boost converter in Figure 6.1,

a surge of current will flow through 9 and develop a charge on >. Although the 10 LED

engine will develop between 26 to 29VDC when driven within the nominal current range,
a finite quantity of current will flow through the 10 LEDs with as little as 12.0VDC
applied. Any useful LED model will have to encompass a very wide range of currents
and voltages.
To create such a model an experiment was conducted to measure the voltage and
current of a representative LED engine. Figure 6.2 features a wiring diagram detailing
the experiment.
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A

Agilent 34410A X 2

0V to 36VDC
V

ULT
R10CC740D10M4AWBC

0.5Ω

Figure 6.2: Wiring Diagram of LED V-I Measurements.

The voltages and currents used to generate Figures 2.3 and 2.4 were taken from a
ULT R10CC740D10M4AWBC LED engine. Two programmable 20VDC sources were
wired in series across the 10 LED engine through a 0.5Ω resistor. Figure 6.2 shows both
supplies as a single supply. The voltage across the engine was increased from 0.0VDC to
approximately 36.0VDC in 20.0mVDC increments. Two Agilent 34410A digital
multimeters were used to measure "!$% and

!$% .

The entire process, including data

capture and storage, was automated using custom written software for a Win32 machine.
Using Microsoft Excel, the recorded voltage data was divided by the number of series
connected LEDs, and was plotted from which 6th order polynomial equations were
generated. Equations (6.3) and (6.4) express
!$%_Ä

!$%

= ∑_)("!$% )_ ü__Ä + ∑Ä̀ ) Ü`

as a function of "!$% , and vice-versa.
(6.3)

and
"!$%_a = ∑)(

!$% )



_a + ∑a) d ,
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(6.4)

where ü__Ä and _a are the  \Þ and  \Þ coefficients, respectively, of the polynomials

corresponding to the sub-curve, « and , and Ü` and d are the \Þ and + \Þ DC offsets
also corresponding to the sub-curve, « and .

The V-I characteristics of the LED engine that was tested could not be adequately
described with a single sixth order polynomial. The curves were broken into a series of
small sub-curves over which the series of sixth order polynomials were generated.
When first using the successive equations for simulations it was discovered there
was a discontinuity between each equation that caused disturbances in the output voltage
and current. Some of the disturbances were significant enough to destabilize the controls.
This phenomenon of the LED models does not occur in nature, so the models were
considered inadequate without modification. To correct the discontinuities between the
equations, a series of DC offsets, ÜÄ and da , were added to each transition to raise or

lower the next equation to make the complete curve smooth. The offsets are to be added
to each range of voltage or current. Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 list all the coefficients
and offsets used for the LED models.
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Table 6.1:

k
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rangek
0.00 to 1.75
1.75 to 2.00
2.00 to 2.15
2.15 to 2.40
2.40 to 2.60
2.60 to 3.00
3.00 to 3.50

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

c6_k
6.3E-07
-0.0032
-0.2822
4.50126
-153.09
15.3374
-790.83

!$% ("!$% )

c5_k
-3E-06
0.03425
3.53008
-60.274
2269.57
-257.44
14721.6

Table 6.2:

k
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

c4_k
6.6E-06
-0.1517
-18.387
336.29
-14003
1801.36
-114166

c3_k
-7E-06
0.35731
51.0516
-1000.7
46024.6
-6724.4
472109

!$% ("!$% )

Offsets

Rangek
0.00 to 1.75
1.75 to 2.00
2.00 to 2.15
2.15 to 2.40
2.40 to 2.60
2.60 to 3.00
3.00 to 3.50

Table 6.3: "!$% (
l
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Rangel
0 to 1E-6
1E-6 to 4E-6
4E-6 to 10E-6
10E-6 to 50E-6
50E-6 to 100E-6
100E-6 to 150E-6
150E-6 to 800E-6
800E-6 to 10E-3
10E-3 to 100E-3
100E-3 to 250E-3
250E-3 to 1
1 to 2

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

d6_l
1.4E+35
8.7E+33
-3E+30
-3E+25
6.3E+23
3.2E+24
-3E+18
-2E+12
-1E+06
-5124
-0.2908
3.78028

Coefficients

d5_l
-7E+29
-1E+29
1.2E+26
6.9E+21
-3E+20
-3E+21
8.2E+15
6.9E+10
469631
5594.68
1.30986
-27.894

c1_k
-1E-07
0.33263
66.3172
-1495
83645.7
-15830
1361683

c0_k
-2E-07
-0.0974
-22.984
556.015
-34263
7396.93
-703515

fk
V
0
V 4.35E-08
V 1.74E-08
V -8.71E-08
V 1.26E-05
V -1.88E-05
V
0.00021

!$% )

Coefficients

d4_l
1E+24
7.1E+23
-2E+21
-7E+17
6.4E+16
8.4E+17
-1E+13
-1E+09
-70124
-2497.8
-2.5201
85.4184
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c2_k
3.93E-06
-0.47255
-79.6934
1674.847
-85002.9
14124.4
-1097984

d3_l
-7E+17
-2E+18
2.2E+16
4.1E+13
-7E+12
-1E+14
7.7E+09
8434591
5469.89
587.31
2.74532
-138.92

d2_l
1.9E+11
1.9E+12
-1E+11
-1E+09
3.4E+08
1.4E+10
-3E+06
-37109
-245.92
-78.483
-1.955
126.472

d1_l
990646
529094
406062
27990.8
-6819.4
-725484
949.6
97.1227
7.82463
6.61403
1.20947
-60.803

d0_l
0.360646
0.194078
1.45E+00
1.991875
2.308993
17.70644
2.287531
2.400803
2.506475
2.45044
2.61642
15.06444

Table 6.4: "!$% (
l
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

!$% )

Rangel
0 to 1E-6
1E-6 to 4E-6
4E-6 to 10E-6
10E-6 to 50E-6
50E-6 to 100E-6
100E-6 to 150E-6
150E-6 to 800E-6
800E-6 to 10E-3
10E-3 to 100E-3
100E-3 to 250E-3
250E-3 to 1
1 to 2

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Offsets

fl
0
0.00213438
8.51E-05
-5.15E-04
-1.37E-04
4.27E-04
2.55E-04
-2.53E-04
4.51E-04
6.54E-04
1.48E-04
-1.29E-04

C. Simulations
Although it is possible to implement these control algorithms in analog hardware,
it is more likely the algorithms would be implemented via a digital computing device
such as a DSP. To emulate the general capabilities of a DSP, the super twisting control
law and the associated dynamic sliding manifold were updated at a rate different from the
boost converter system.
The boost converter system of equations were integrated at Δ^!®, the control

algorithms and duty cycle, &, were updated and integrated at Δ$[ab , and

Z[\#W}}XDY ()

was updated at Δ#W}}XDY . The Runge-Kutta 4 approximation was used to integrate the

boost converter and the Euler approximation was used to integrate the dynamic extension
function, +, and the super twisting control law.
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Five simulations were run; one simulation illustrating the start-up dynamics of the
system, one simulation illustrating the output tracking dynamics, one simulation

replacing Î() with Î(), one simulation comparing PID to super twisting
control, and two simulations testing the robustness of the super twisting control

algorithm. For each simulation, the parameters in Table 6.5 were applied. Because ]¸þ ´
changes with time, it is not included as a static value in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Simulation Parameters
Parameter
Number Of LEDs
L
C
VIn
IOut_Command
Average Duty Cycle (predicted)
fSw
Command Profile
C
VC0
IL0
ΔtRK4 for RK4 Integration
ΔtEuler for Euler Integration
ΔtCommand for IOut_Command(t)
TSettling
ü)
ü
ü
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Value
10
10.0 mH
100.0 μF
12.0 V
200 mA
57%
20 kHz
m=±198mA/Sec,
b=200mA
1
12.0 V
841 nA
250 nSec
40 µSec
1 mSec
200 mSec
125.0E+3
5.375E+3
87.5E+0

D. Start-up Dynamics
The first set of simulations is representative of a fixed output current DC-DC
converter where

Y(CKi8_,-../01 )
Y\

= 0.

Figure 6.3: ! (), "# (), And !$% () of Fixed Current DCDC Converter. Included with
the system states plots are the commanded load current and voltage.
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Figure 6.4: &' () of Fixed Current DC-DC Converter. The duty cycle at steady state is
approximately 57% as predicted.

Figure 6.5: ()×!$% () of Fixed Current DC-DC Converter. It can be seen that at startup
the magnitude of the resistance of the LEDs essentially acts as an open circuit.
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Figure 6.6: ()×!$% () of Fixed Current DC-DC Converter Zoomed. Shown is the
response of the LED engine to small changes in voltage.

Figure 6.7: () And +() of Fixed Current DC-DC Converter.
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The point at which the LED engine resistance peaked (Figure 6.6) at
approximately 725Ω, the engine voltage dropped by 1.7V from a nominal 28V to 26.3V.
Within eight seconds the output voltage reaches the commanded level.

E. Response to Dynamic  ( )
The simulations were repeated with a series of commanded ramps and plateaus.
Figure 6.8 shows

!$%,-../01 ()

with the associated "#,-../01 ().

Figure 6.8: "#,-../01 (),  (), And !$%,-../01 () of Dynamic System. It should be
noted that for a 100:1 range of LED current, there is only a 1.12:1 range of LED voltage.
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Figure 6.9: ! (), "# (), And !$% () of Dynamic System. The output current and
voltage tracked the command profile, !$%,-../01 () and "#,-../01 ().

Figure 6.10: () And +() of Dynamic System.  reaches zero within 550mSec.
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Figure 6.11: &' () of Dynamic System. Shown is the fact the value of D transitions
from approximately 57% to approximately 53%.

Figure 6.12: ()×!$% () of Dynamic System. It can be seen that the magnitude of the
resistance of the LED array essentially acts as an open circuit.
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Figure 6.13: ()×!$% () of Dynamic System Zoomed. Shown is the response of the
LED engine to a 100:1 change in current.

F. Smooth Alternative to Signum Function
The stability and response time of the boost converter managed by the super
twisting controller moving along the associated dynamic sliding manifold have been
shown to work. There is, however, significant chattering in the duty cycle caused by the
signum function. To reduce the chattering, the simulations were re-run using the sigmoid
function of Equation (4.44).
Figures 6.14 through 6.17 illustrate the reduced chattering of the sigmoid
approximation.
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Figure 6.14:

!23405. ()

And

!234.-31 ().

Figure 6.15: "#23405. () And "#234.-31 ().
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Figure 6.16:

!$%23405. ()

And

!$%234.-31 ().

Figure 6.17: &'23405. () And &'234.-31 ().
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The sigmoid approximation to the signum function significantly reduced the
chattering of the output and the control signal.

G. Comparison to PID Control
A PID controller was designed and compared to the super twisting controller
employing the sigmoid approximation. Figures 6.18 through 6.24 illustrate the difference
in performance between the two control methods.

Figure 6.18:

!678 ()

And

!234.-31 ().
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Figure 6.19:

!678 ()

And

!234.-31 ()

Zoomed.

Figure 6.20: "#678 () And "#234.-31 ().
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Figure 6.21: "#678 () And "#234.-31 () Zoomed.

Figure 6.22:

!$%678 ()

And

!$%234.-31 ().
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Figure 6.23:

!$%678 ()

And

!$%234.-31 ()

Zoomed.

Figure 6.24: &'678 () And &'234.-31 ().
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The designed PID controller maintained stability of the internal dynamics and
reduced the steady state error to zero even as the commanded LED current changed.
However, the overshoot at start-up of the PID controller was significantly more than the
super twisting controller and there is significantly more ringing created by the PID
controller than the super twisting controller.
The LED current ringing beginning at 2.2 seconds as shown in Figure 6.23 would
likely be visible and would be considered unacceptable.

H. Robustness to Component Parameter Perturbations
To study the robustness of the designed super twisting controller, the storage
elements, 9 and >, were changed by ±25% and the simulations were once again rerun.
As the command current is changed during the simulation, the program written
for the simulations also updates []) ] ] ] = ]¸þ´ , which is a function of g and g . g
and g are, in turn, functions of, 9 and >. []) ] ] ] = ]¸þ´ was updated using the
nominal values of 9 and >, whereas the values of 9 and > are changed by ±25% where
the plant is actually calculated.
Two simulations were run: one simulation with both 9 and > reduced by 25% is
illustrated by Figures 6.25 and 6.26 and one simulation with both 9 and > increased by
the same amount is illustrated by Figures 6.27 and 6.28. For both simulations, the
sigmoid approximation was employed in place of the signum function.
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Figure 6.25:

! (),

"# (), And

!$% ()

with 9 = 7.5=, And > = 75?@.

Figure 6.26: &'234.-31 () And  () with 9 = 7.5=, And > = 75?@.
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Figure 6.27:

! (),

"# (), And

!$% ()

with 9 = 12.5= And > = 125?@.

Figure 6.28: &'234.-31 () And  () with 9 = 12.5= And > = 125?@.
For both scenarios, the controller maintained stability of the internal dynamics
and the output LED current accurately tracked the command profile.
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I. Summary
A boost converter with non-ideal component models was introduced along with a
detailed LED model. The LED model developed for this experimentation required
modification to be used in simulations. The control algorithms developed in chapter five
for an ideal boost converter were tested against the boost converter introduced in this
chapter and loaded with the non-linear LED load.
The output of the boost converter tracked the command profile despite the
influences of the non-ideal components and the non-linear load. It has also been
demonstrated that the system remained stable even though the controls were only updated
as slowly as Δ$[ab = 40.0?Üü unlike the system states that were updated at Δ^!® =
250.0Üü.
An alternative to the signum function, the sigmoid function, was employed and
tested with storage elements at both the nominal values and ±25% of the nominal values.
The super twisting control was further tested against a PID control, which was
found to have stability issues, especially when the slope of the LED command profile
made sudden changes.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

A nonlinear LED engine for outdoor illumination was introduced and its V-I
relationships were characterized. To be powered by a typical car battery a boost
converter was designed to deliver sufficient drive voltage.
The stability of the designed boost converter was studied and its internal
dynamics were found to be unstable. Compounding the inherent instability were the
nonlinear LED engine and the non-ideal components from which the boost converter was
built.
As a possible method to stabilize the boost converter and provide stable output
tracking of an external command profile, traditional sliding mode controls and higher
order sliding mode controls were introduced in concert with dynamic sliding manifold
approach and discussed. Of the various higher order sliding mode controls, a particular
2-sliding mode control, super twisting sliding mode control, was explored. To support
direct output tracking, a dynamic sliding manifold was introduced that was designed for
tracking the output in systems with unstable internal dynamics. Various examples of the
key concepts of sliding mode control were included.
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The super twisting controller and dynamic sliding manifold were designed for the
voltage boosting DC-DC converter to be loaded by an LED engine. The complete
system, including the boost converter, controller, and LED engine were simulated. The
boost converter was stabilized and the LED voltage asymptotically followed the external
command profile. An alternative to the signum function was employed and use to further
test the designed controller as the storage elements were changed by ±25%. A PID
controller was designed and tested against the super twisting controller and it was found
that the PID controller had stability issues.
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